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Ugo Colombo
at the Brickell
Flatiron sales
gallery
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SCHNABEL MEETS MIAMI

Amid the canyons of construction cranes that are transforming Brickell into a metropolis
overnight lies the lot for Julian Schnabel’s Southern sanctuary. The New York-based artist
with a knack for interior design has been tapped for Brickell Flatiron, a 64-story residential
tower that will be among the tallest buildings in Miami (700 feet!) upon completion in
2017. Its common areas will be decorated with custom treasures inspired by
Schnabel—who designed the Palazzo Chupi residential building in Manhattan’s West
Village—such as shark’s tooth–shaped bronze light fixtures, an oversized biomorphic
mantle and a vintage sofa upholstered in peacock fabric and fringe. “Every white marble
lobby here started to look the same to me,” says the project’s Ugo Colombo, founder of
CMC Group, a Miami development firm known for quality design long before starchitects
infiltrated the landscape. “His style has a Spanish flair, too, that speaks to Latin
Americans.” But will Miami Beach–favoring New Yorkers come? Colombo is pulling out
all the stops, starting with a rooftop pool with 360-degree views. A glass exterior, solid
wood doors and Snaidero kitchens with Miele appliances also compete with their
contemporary counterparts across the bay. “I think what will appeal to urbanites most,
though, is being able to walk outside and have so much within a single block,” he says.
1001 south miami avenue; brickellflatiron.com

Miami gets even glitzier
thanks to Tiffany &
Co.’s new store in the
Miami Design District.
Under the eye of
new design director
Francesca Amfitheatrof,
the brand has launched
a successful T-themed
collection of minimal
everyday jewelry that
comes in sterling silver
and gold (above). “This
store is our first freestanding, street-facing
store in Miami,” says
Jonathan Bruckner,
the brand’s regional
vice president. The
new bi-level boutique
carries the gamut
alongside artwork by
contemporary artists,
hand-picked by
the new designer.
114 ne 39th street; tiffany.com
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Sunny Centennial:
Miami Beach
celebrates its
100th birthday
with a massive
oceanfront
concert on
March 26.

ITALIAN IMPORTS
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Luminaire saluted its 30th anniversary by commissioning Italian architect
Piero Lissoni to revamp its 15,000-square-foot flagship in Coral Gables,
nearly half of which is now dedicated to B&B Italia. “No other dealer in
the U.S. owns a showroom built from the ground up that reflects their
philosophy,” says the showroom’s president Nasir Kassamali. In addition
to being a perfect setting to showcase the designer furniture maker as its
official Southeast partner, Kassamali said his Bauhaus-inspired building’s
interiors needed an update. 2331 ponce de leon boulevard; luminaire.com

IN THE MEX

PIZZA PIZZA PIZZA

With a taqueria opening on
every corner, Miami is beginning to resemble SoCal.

Miami has a palate
for Neapolitan pies
that use premium flour.

BODEGA TAQUERIA Y TEQUILA brings the
street stand inside: the roomy restaurant’s kitchen is in an Airstream trailer.
Choose from South Beach veteran
toque Bernie Matz’s eight homemade
hot sauces for tacos, like braised
pork belly and guajillo pepper.

Dough rises 18 hours before
baking in a 900-degree oven at
PROOF. The oxtail topping has
been the boîte’s biggest hit so far.
3328 north miami avenue; proofpizza.com
Located in a hip art and design
compound, IRONSIDE also shows
the love to vegans and gluten-free
diners. Don’t miss its artichoke,
pine nut and Parmesan salad.

1220 16th street; bodegasouthbeach.com

TAQUIZA grinds its own Mexican corn
for blue masa tortillas and chips
made daily. Adventurous tacos
are Mexican truffle, which grows
on corn stalks, and beef tongue
simmered in Victoria beer.
1506 collins avenue; taquizamiami.com
A homesick California girl launched
COYO with an emphasis
on natural ingredients. Healthier
standouts are charred octopus and
pickled jalapeño tacos and quinoa
croquetas. 2300 nw second avenue
coyotaco.com

1220 20th street; anatomyat1220.com

7580 ne 4th court; pizzaironside.com

Part of the Miami River’s burgeoning cuisine scene, cozy CRUST
focuses on New York-style pizza
in combos like prosciutto, fig
and blue cheese. 668 nw 5th street;
crust-usa.com Order a margherita
or gorgonzola-and-pear pizza at
the bella cavernous CIBO WINE BAR,
while the suspended wine fairy
grabs your bottle of Barolo.
200 south pointe drive; cibowinebar.com

It was about time Miami got an
over-the-top private gym, but at
Anatomy at 1220, workouts are only
the beginning. In addition to tapping
interior designer François Frossard
(The Forge, LIV), founders Chris
Paciello, a nightlife impresario, and
Marc Megna, a sought-after strength
and conditioning coach, spared no
expense. Members receive a full
medical review and regular care like
B12 shots at their onsite FITTLab
and recovery treatments including
massages and cold plunges. “It’s
a one-stop shop for fitness,” says
Paciello, of amenities that pump
up even the most jaded gym rats.
“Using the stationary bike and
treadmill in the altitude chamber
simulates working out in the
mountains. It makes performing
at sea level very easy after.”
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